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NSEC/Center for Nanotechnology in Society
at Arizona State University
•

Research the societal implications of
nanotechnologies

•

Train a community of scholars with
new insight into the societal
dimensions of nanoscale science &
engineering (NSE)

•

Engage the public, policy makers,
business leaders, and NSE
researchers in dialogues about the
goals and implications of NSE

•

Partner with NSE laboratories to
introduce greater reflexiveness in the
R&D process

NSEC/CNS-ASU Research Programs
Anticipatory Governance
Provides strategic vision
1. Foresight
All governance requires a
disposition toward future

2. Engagement
Crucial normatively, strategically,
pragmatically

3. Integration
Scientists know things we don’t, and
vice versa

4. Ensemble-ization
Because none of these works in
isolation

Real-Time Technology Assessment
Provides methodological orientation
1. Research and Innovation Systems
Analysis
2. Public Opinion and Values
3. Anticipation and Deliberation
4. Reflexivity and Integration

Thematic Research Clusters
Provides thematic focus
1. Equity, Equality and Responsibility
2. Urban Design, Materials & the Built
Environment (Nano & the City)
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Anticipatory Governance as Strategic Vision
A broad-based capacity
extended through society
that can act on a variety of
inputs to manage
emerging knowledgebased technologies while
such management is still
possible.

Anticipate: from anteand capere, “to take
[into possession]”
“beforehand”; related
to capable and capacity
and not a synonym for
“expect,” “predict,” or
“foresee”
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Anticipatory Governance – Genealogy
“Competent social
scientists should work
hand-in-hand with natural
scientists, so that
problems may be solved
as they arise, and so that
many of them may not
arise in the first instance.”
Detlev Bronk
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Anticipatory Governance – Not Government
• Not “do” or “ban”

• “Science finds, genius invents, industry
applies, man adapts”
• Moratoriums proposed by ETC Group and
Friends of the Earth

• Wide array of mechanisms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regulation
Licensing/restrictions
Liability/indemnification
Intellectual property
R&D funding & tax credits
Testing
Treaties
Public Understanding of Science
Informal Science Education
Public engagement
Public action
Routinization
Codes of conduct
Standards
Laboratory decisions
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Anticipatory Governance for Sustainability:
Foresight and Reflection

Outcomes: changed research agenda
and strategy
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Anticipatory Governance for Sustainability:
Engagement and Reflection

Outcomes: changed
strategic focus and
different communication on
museum floor
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Anticipatory Governance for Sustainability:
Integration and Reflection

Outcomes: “midstream modulation” -- changed
discursive and material practice in laboratories
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Anticipatory Governance for Sustainability:
Risk & Plausibility
Is plausibility a
„slow‟ variable?

“Judgments of
plausibility rest in
stories” (JDR)

THE DARK SIDE

What receives some degree of
communal affirmation is plausible-but does this mean that plausibility
is reserved only for future visions
which chime with the lowest
common denominator of
“conventional wisdom”? (CG)

Is reception more than
socialization?

PREDICTION
DISSONANT
CONCEPTS

PROBABILITY

NARRATIVES
TRUST

ACCURACY

What is the reality status
of the future?

METHODS TO
ESTABLISH

SYMMETRIC
CONCEPTS

CREDIBILITY

Plausibility is negotiated
between actors in modern
pluralistic society

ETYMOLOGY

SENSEMAKING
JUDGMENT

PLAUSIBILITY
LAW

IMPLAUSIBLE

“renders futures
„more real than real‟
(RR)

How to avoid the infinite
regress of judgment?

FUTURE STUDIES

ARGUMENT
WORTHY OF
APPLAUSE

What about wild cards
and black swans?

“A group of people sharing an interest in
an issue or problem will negotiate, either
Plausible to whom? implicitly or explicitly, a shared „sense‟
of the situation in the present that will in
turn guide them in constructive a shared
interpretation/meaning of their shared
interpretation of their future.” (JS)
KINDS OF

PLAUSIBILITY
COGNITIVE
SCIENCE

ALTERNATIVE
CRITERIA FOR
EVALUATION

DISCIPLINARY
PERSPECTIVES

SCIENTIFIC
STRANGE
TEMPORALITY

MATHEMATICS
DERIVED FROM
When does
plausibility matter?

HISTORY
MANAGEMENT
STUDIES

How do plausible futures
become diffused and shared?

EMBODIED

INTUITIION
HISTORY AND
EXPERIENCE

WITHIN
SCIENCE

IN EFFECT NONLINEAR

RELIGION &
BELIEF

SOCIO-POLITICAL
“maintaining too sharp a distinction
between scientific and social
plausibility...produces a duality between
„hard‟ scientific facts and human values
that isolates science from social
context” (MvO)

How does “suspension of disbelief”
work?

Plausibility helps address uses, contexts,
and complexities of socio-technical
systems that we do not handle well in the
risk paradigm
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Anticipatory Governance for Sustainability:
Precaution & Anticipation

Citizens should have anticipatory, engaged, and
integrated experiences with emerging technologies,
as do scientists.
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Journal of the Korean Vacuum Society 19(6):432-41.
• Karinen and Guston. 2010. “Toward Anticipatory Governance: The
Experience with Nanotechnology.” Pp. 217-232 in Kaiser, Kurath, Maasen,
and Rehmann-Sutter, eds. Governing Future Technologies: Nanotechnology
and the Rise of an Assessment Regime. Springer. .
• Barben, Fisher, Selin, and Guston. 2008. “Anticipatory Governance of
Nanotechnology: Foresight, Engagement, and Integration.” Pp. 979-1000 in
Hackett, Amsterdamska, Lynch, and Wajcman, eds., The New Handbook of
Science and Technology Studies. MIT Press.
• Guston. 2008. “Innovation Policy: Not Just a Jumbo Shrimp.” Nature
454:940-41.
• Guston and Sarewitz. 2002. “Real-Time Technology Assessment.”
Technology in Society 24:93-109.
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Thanks!
• National Science Foundation cooperative
agreement #0531194 and #0937591. Any
opinions, findings and conclusions are those
of the author and do not necessarily reflect
the views of the National Science Foundation.
• CNS-ASU co-principal investigators C. Miller, D.
Meldrum, E. Corley (ASU), D. Scheufele
(Wisconsin), J. Youtie (GA Tech)
• C. Selin (Foresight), J. Wetmore (Engagement),
E. Fisher (Integration)
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